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As Half-Life returns at last, we take
a rare step inside one of the
industry’s most secretive companies
BY ALEX SPENCER
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e find ourselves visiting the Valve offices
at a crucial point in the studio’s story.
When we arrive it is preparing to do
something it hasn’t done since 2007, a gap that
spans a narrow majority of the company’s entire
lifespan: release a game with the words Half-Life
in the title. It’s a huge moment for the studio, one
that looked like it might never come – and it’s just
a fraction of what is going on across the nine
floors of Valve’s Bellevue headquarters.
After a whirlwind year-long development
process that has seen it rapidly gain and lose
players, Dota Underlords has just left early access,

M

E

officially marking Valve’s first foray into mobile
games. Meanwhile, Steam is in the process of
breaking its own record for concurrent user
numbers, buoyed by a recent expansion into
China, and – seven years on from its release –
Counter-Strike: Global Offensive is doing the
same, having recently followed other Valve titles
like TF2 and Dota 2 into the waters of free-to-play.
It is, frankly, an incredible amount of activity
for a studio with a headcount of 350, especially
when you consider that number includes Valve’s
nascent hardware division. This is the story of how
it came to be, and where the studio goes next.
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Valve HQ is filled with past prototypes and lavish models of objects
from across its catalogue of games. For such a secretive company, it’s
perfectly willing to show its working to those who make it inside
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H A L F - L I F E :

Dario Casali,
level designer

LEFT The Vault is a
new addition to City
17’s skyline. To get
there, Alyx has to pass
through the Xen-infested
Quarantine Zone
BELOW The way players
move and inspect their
surroundings in VR has
led Valve to create
tighter and more
densely packed levels

A L Y X

Let’s start by addressing the inevitable: Valve has spent
a very long time not making (or, at least, not releasing)
Half-Life games. A dozen years have passed since HalfLife 2: Episode Two’s cliffhanger ending gave birth to
an Internet rallying cry and established the studio’s
reputation for being allergic to the number three. So
what exactly happened to Half-Life during those years?
“I don’t think Half-Life really left our minds over that
whole period of time,” Valve’s Dario Casali tells us. “It
was always there, it was always, ‘Well, what are we
going to do, how are we going to push it forward?’ –
and those are difficult questions to answer. I guess there
weren’t any projects that put forward a really viable
claim to, ‘This is the idea for the next Half-Life.’”
“We did actually start some efforts that were HalfLife-oriented,” Greg Coomer adds. Small teams
gathered around these ideas, as happens with any new
project at Valve – and then, unconvinced they had
something worthy of the name, fell away. “Those
experiments didn’t ever reach critical mass.”
Casali and Coomer are designers (Valve’s freeform,
nonhierarchical structure means exact job titles don’t
really exist) who have both worked on the series from its
original incarnation through to the present day, with
Half-Life: Alyx. And after that long absence, they’re
clearly glad to be back. “Valve has done a bunch of
things in the 20 years since we made our first Half-Life
game, and of course we’re proud of all that stuff, but
everybody has their favourites,” Coomer says. “And

to me, it feels like Valve has Half-Life in its DNA
somehow – so when we’re back to doing that, it
does feel like we’re coming home, to the thing we
know better than anything else.”
It’s a sentiment shared by many of the other Valve
veterans we speak to. Take Robin Walker, a designer
who joined the studio back in 1997 when it bought up
the team behind the Team Fortress mod. “For all the
years we weren’t shipping new Half-Life products, there
was no lack of desire here,” Walker says. “There was
definitely a concern: ‘Do we still know how to do it?’”

Various obstacles stood in their way. There was
the growing pressure from fans, and – because the
studio’s structure means employees are free to choose
what projects they work on – a swathe of other enticing
games they could join instead. And not just games,
either. According to Coomer, “a significant fraction
of the people at the company” took the opportunity to
hop the fence from games to work on the development
of Steam or even Valve’s hardware efforts. Those
obstacles are all still there today, however. Why, then,
is Half-Life resurfacing now?
The answer lies in that hardware business. By
2016, Valve had taken the plunge into virtual reality –
working with HTC on Vive and beginning R&D efforts
on what would eventually become Valve Index – and
realised that technology would need software support.
It needed a reason, in short, why someone would
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Greg Coomer, designer

BELOW The Combine
soldiers are back, with
slightly tweaked designs
to help differentiate the
wide array of units you’ll
be fighting this time
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actually buy one of these headsets. And so small teams
started to explore options for virtual-reality games,
reaching right back into Valve’s longest-running
franchises and looking for something that would be
a good fit for the medium.
“It wasn’t actually super-obvious on day one when
we had those conversations that it should be a Half-Life
game,” Coomer says. Competitive multiplayer games
were rejected because of their reliance on player
numbers, something that VR wouldn’t be able to
provide. Casali briefly worked on a Left 4 Dead VR
prototype (it was “creepy as hell”, he says, but was
missing some essential Left 4 Dead-ness). Portal was
considered until the team realised how heavily its
puzzles leant on momentum and, not wanting to make
players vomit, put the idea aside.
“Then we put together a Half-Life prototype, and it
was just like, ‘Oh wow, we can easily see how this is
going to work,’” Casali says. That first version was
pulled together within a week using old Half-Life 2
assets. It was “very rudimentary”, a 15-minute
experience that didn’t add up to much more than
a shooting gallery – but people were sold on it
immediately. “It was clear pretty quickly that there

were a set of things about Half-Life’s DNA that worked
really well in VR,” Walker says.
Not only that, but it gave the team a solid reason
to return to the series. “VR was exactly the thing that
dragged Half-Life from the back of my mind to the
forefront – ‘Oh, I can see why this is going to make
Half-Life interesting and novel again,’” Casali says.
He makes the comparison to HL2’s Gravity Gun and
physics engine: the big idea upon which the rest of
the game could be anchored.
“I think that VR let us get to work on it to some
extent,” Walker says. “We understood Half-Life, and this
project was about ‘How does VR change Half-Life?’.
That’s very tractable. We could start work on that very
quickly. So, to some extent, we didn’t have to worry
a lot about the larger questions. We could just focus
on, ‘Let’s build a really good Half-Life game’. And we
know how to do that.”

As Half-Life Alyx came into focus, the slowly
growing team – “There were less than 20 of us for the
first couple of years,” Walker says – found other ways
to help it feel less like they were labouring in the
shadow of that looming ‘3’. Like, to pick one
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particularly pertinent example, dropping the number
entirely. Alyx is simultaneously sequel and prequel,
sitting between the first and second games – and that
was enough to free Valve from some of the expectations
that had been holding it back for so long.
“There was a reason we decided to make it
a prequel,” Casali says. “We recognised that the VR
platform was limited in audience – and we also
recognised that this was not Half-Life 3. We didn’t want
to put out a product not every Half-Life fan could play
that would advance the storyline beyond where HL2
was, and leave all these people without VR headsets
saying, ‘Hey, why can’t we participate in this?’”
We sense that Alyx being a prequel lets Valve treat
it as something hermetically sealed – that if the game
fails in any way, it won’t spill out and tarnish the
broader series. But as more staff joined the project, they
found their work defined by this decision, for good or
ill. “There’s this space between Half-Life 1 and 2 which
was completely unexplored,” says Rob Briscoe, an artist
who joined Valve after making Dear Esther. “That was
super-exciting to me because, as a fan, I was always
into the lore side of things.” The art team found ways of
connecting the two games aesthetically and narratively.

Briscoe uses the example of Xen flora, which after
infecting the world in the first Half-Life is absent from
its sequel. The art team looked at HL2’s unexplained
canals of toxic waste, reasoned that the Combine could
have been dissolving it down to chemicals, and worked
the logical midpoint into Alyx’s environmental art. The
game never tells you any of this, but it’s there for anyone
who goes looking.
This work all happened before any of the game’s
credited writers joined the project. When Portal 2
co-writers Jay Pinkerton and Erik Wolpaw began work
on Alyx – alongside Sean Vanaman, who’d recently
joined Valve along with the rest of the team at Campo
Santo – they inherited a world and a rough structure.
“When we came in, we had a lot of the where but we
didn’t have any of the why,” Pinkerton says. Which
meant they also inherited the problem of writing
a prequel, and all the difficulties inherent to it. “If you
know where all the characters end up, where’s the
drama, where’s the conflict?”
Part of the solution they came up with was the
introduction of Russell, a new character played by Rhys
Darby (Flight Of The Conchords). Russell provided the
writers with someone whose fate was uncertain,

Jay Pinkerton, writer

The majority of the Half-Life: Alyx team is located off to one side of
this corridor – a tiny birthplace for a project of such vital significance
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a character they could put in peril, and let them move
beyond just filling in the gaps of, as Pinkerton puts it,
“here’s how Eli lost his leg”. The rest of the solution –
well, that would be spoiling things. We’ll leave it at this
enigmatic hint from Coomer: “In ways that prequels
often do, Alyx actually does advance the storyline –
just not directly, chronologically, past Half-Life 2.”
With the game’s shape nailed down, it was just
a matter of getting the thing completed. This was aided
by the fact that the team on Alyx kept growing – as
Walker says, “there’s this sort of gravitational pull” to
a project nearing completion, and a company-wide
playtest last December attracted a few more people
who, spotting areas of the game that could benefit from
their expertise, wheeled their desks over to lend a hand.
The final Alyx team numbers somewhere over 80, the
single biggest unit Valve has ever assembled, but still
relatively tiny compared to most modern games of this
size. The final product is just over 15 hours long, and
feels just as packed as any Half-Life campaign.
After relentless playtesting (a process that has
spanned almost the entire length of development), Valve
has finetuned Alyx to a place it seems to be happy with.
Everyone we speak to is convinced that VR brings
something new to the Half-Life formula, whether it’s
encouraging players to pay more attention to the
environments, longer battles that create more tension
and give enemy AI a chance to shine, or just an
unprecedented sense of scale to its spectacle. The
question that can’t be answered by any number of
playtests, though, is whether the world will agree.
“In some ways, it was a tough decision to make
this instalment one that is, in terms of hardware, not
accessible to a huge number of people who would really
like to play it,” Coomer says. “That was a thing we
wrestled with, and one of the things that we’re still going
to wrestle with down the road. It’s not our goal to only
make Half-Life games for a relatively small audience.”
So the intention is to make more Half-Life games?
Understandably, we struggle to get a solid answer to
that question. “We’re trying not to put a stake in the
ground that’s way down the road for the future of HalfLife. We’re purposely not letting ourselves do that,”
Coomer says. What happens, we hear over and over,
depends on the player response. Not so much on Alyx’s
sales figures – the constraints of the platform mean it
can’t possibly live up to past Half-Life titles there – but
the team is eager to start reading reviews, scouring
Reddit and – something they’ve not been able to do for
this series before – watching streams and Let’s Plays.
“We’ve done our best to craft an experience that
takes advantage of [VR],” Coomer says. “And then
we’re enormously anxious to find out how the world
perceives that – and whether we should make more
Half-Life, whether we should take it in multiple directions,
whether we get a clear answer about the VR-ness of this
project.” True to form for a studio fixated on playtesting,
Valve is waiting for the data to tell it where to go next.

Rob Briscoe, artist

FAR RIGHT The secret lab
where you first meet
new character Russell.
Not pictured: the
unexplained quantity
of bare mannequins.
BELOW An architect and
some of the designers
who worked on the
Portal games designed
Valve’s offices, we’re told
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C O U N T E R - S T R I K E :
G L O B A L
O F F E N S I V E

ABOVE Weapon skins
were introduced
in 2013’s Arms
Deal update.
LEFT Cedar Creek
Nuclear Power
Plant, designed in
1999 by Jo Bieg. It’s
still in CS:GO today

Bronwen Grimes,
technical artist;
Gautam Babbar, designer

There’s no better example of Valve’s penchant for
taking the long view than Counter-Strike: Global
Offensive. The original Counter-Strike mod turned 20
last year, and GO itself has been running for over
seven of them. And yet there’s a sense that it is only
now blossoming. As we write, it’s the single biggest
title on Steam, having peaked at close to a million
concurrent players – an all-time record for the game,
which has seen its player count climbing steadily
since last August.
When it first arrived in 2012, though, many
established Counter-Strike players viewed CS:GO as
another unworthy successor to the original, following
in the footsteps of CS: Source and the now-almostcompletely-erased-from-series-history Condition Zero.
The problem is, when you’ve spent years learning
every frame of a reload, every pixel of recoil, the hard
reboot of a sequel isn’t necessarily welcome. Many in
the competitive scene clung to Counter-Strike 1.6, the
game’s final major update from 2003.
As late as mid-2013, GO was being consistently
outperformed by this version of the game (and by
Source, which by then had found its own audience).
Valve gradually turned things around – with various
gameplay tweaks, with its first sponsorship of a Major
Championship and with the addition of the weapon
skins that would become GO’s currency. And now?
Well. “We’ve doubled our player base from around
11 million to 20 million players,” technical artist
Bronwen Grimes tells us. Contributing to this explosive
growth are two main factors. In September 2017,
a new version of the game was released via Chinese
publisher Perfect World, opening it up to a whole new
market for the first time (at least officially). Then, in
December 2018, CS:GO went free-to-play.
“We have three million players in China now, and
are learning a bunch about what those players want
and expect versus our other audiences,” Grimes says.
But given that process started more than two years
ago, why is CS:GO only now hitting its peak? “It
wasn’t like we shipped in China, flipped some switch
and a bunch of people showed up. We shipped in
China, and then we had to go to work,” designer
Gautam Babbar says. “We had to remove a bunch of
barriers for Chinese users that were getting in the way
of them enjoying this game, and that’s taken time.”
These include meeting server demand, ensuring
they’ve got the infrastructure in place as close to
players as possible, and using machine learning to
improve matchmaking so that new players aren’t
being dashed against the rocks of CS:GO veterans.
More notable, though, are the changes made ahead
of launch – due to Chinese censorship regulations, red

blood is banned, and certain flags and logos
(including a hammer and sickle) have been stripped
out of its maps. And then there’s the single biggest
change of all: dropping the price of entry completely,
at least for those willing to verify their identity with an
AliPay account. It’s a measure intended to discourage
banned players from simply making a new account
and getting right back to whatever it was that got
them kicked out in the first place.
In the rest of the world, though, the now free-toplay game doesn’t have that same barrier to entry.
Players need to link a public Steam account, but that’s
not enough to dissuade hardened cheaters, abusers
and even fraudsters. “As you grow, the problems
grow in scale,” Babbar says – he’s speaking more
broadly, but it certainly applies to the number of bad
actors within the game.
The team has a variety of solutions in place. There
are the old reliables: the peer-reviewed Overwatch
system and Valve Anti-Cheat, which saw huge spikes
in ban numbers after CS:GO went F2P – it dished out
a record 600,000 bans in December 2018, then
immediately smashed that record by banning another
million players the following month. And Valve is
increasingly turning to machine learning solutions to
help weed out problems. In August 2019, it teamed
up with competitive gaming platform FACEIT to help
test Minerva, an AI designed to root out toxic players
– within a month and a half, Minerva had issued
90,000 warnings and 20,000 bans for verbal abuse
and spam – and in February the studio announced
a new algorithm-driven system for automatically muting
players who “receive significantly more abuse reports
than other players”. CS:GO players also have the
option of purchasing a Prime upgrade, which requires
a phone number to register if they’re new, and will
limit their matchmaking to other Prime players.
“It’s a balance,” Babbar says. “You don’t want
players to feel isolated, because it’s a multiplayer
game, but you also want to protect them from abuse,
so we’re always trying to figure out the best tools. It’s
a continual effort, and a worthwhile one.” The truth is
that CS:GO will probably be eternally locked in this
arms race with the darker corners of its player base,
especially if it continues growing. Not that this is
about to dissuade the team. Grimes cites the
challenge of an ever-expanding playerbase as one of
the reasons she’s stayed on the project since launch,
rather than wheeling her desk elsewhere in the office,
and she believes there’s still room for the game to
grow. “We don’t think that everyone who would enjoy
the game is currently playing,” Grimes says. “There
are more people out there that should try it.”
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The original Auto Chess – a fan-made mod for
Valve’s Dota 2 that caught fire at the beginning of
2019, amassing millions of players and essentially
spawning a new genre in the process – is exactly
the kind of thing you’d expect the studio to poach.
After all, Valve has a proud history of hiring
modding teams, from the original Team Fortress to
Counter-Strike to Dota itself. And it did try: last
February, Valve flew Drodo Studio, the five-person
Chinese team behind Auto Chess, to these very
offices for a chat. It’s not hard to spot parallels with
the way it bought TF Software a plane ticket from
Australia back in 1997 – but unlike on that
occasion, the conversation with Drodo Studio ended
with both parties concluding, apparently amicably,
that they couldn’t work together.
A little more than a year later, Dota Underlords
has just reached version 1.0. After the Drodo
conversation, Valve didn’t hang around. Development
began the same month, and it was a sprint from the
outset. It took the newly formed team two months to
pull together their first prototype – just in time for the
company’s annual trip to Hawaii.
“By the time people went on holidays in April,
they all had a game to play on their phones,”
gameplay programmer Adrian Finol tells us. Note
the last word there – Underlords is Valve’s first game
to come to mobile. “When we first got it working,
we were amazed it even ran,” product designer
Lawrence Yang says. “The phones got really hot
and it looked sort of shitty, but it was working – and
that was enough to say, ‘As a proof of concept, this
is something we can totally go after.’”
Around this time, Drodo was releasing Auto
Chess – a version of its game with all the Dota
serial numbers filed off, the same way Dota itself
did years ago with all those Warcraft 3 heroes – on
mobile. And again, Underlords wasn’t far behind,
opening up a beta across Steam, Android and iOS
in June. This couldn’t be further away from Valve’s
reputation for leisurely development.
The development process doesn’t sound all that
different to the ones we hear about from other
teams: try, test, iterate. It’s just that normally it
happens behind closed doors. “It’s exactly the kind
of thing we would have done internally if we were
trying new features,” Finol says. “We just decided
we were okay getting egg on our face in public.”
As for why this was the game to do that on, Finol’s
answer is simple: “We didn’t know which kind of
game we were making.”
“We were really kind of leaning on the
community to help us understand,” Yang adds. “We
also tried to be very experimental, to see how far

we could push things,” Finol says. “And I think the
only way you can properly do that is with actual
people playing the game and providing feedback.
Because it’s easy internally to be like, ‘We are all
geniuses, this is the greatest feature’ – and then you
ship it and the customers say, ‘Eh, we don’t we like
it’… and you just spent three months working on this
thing that you thought was great.”
The beta was a huge success. In its first week,
it attracted a peak of 200,000 concurrent users on
PC, according to SteamDB, and, per Sensor Tower’s
figures, was downloaded 1.5 million times on
mobile. Player feedback was mixed, but that was
the point. Ideas were generated, pulled together as
quickly as possible and then tossed out into the
world. “If it didn’t work out, it was okay for us to
say, ‘Just rip it out’ – there’s not a lot of ego there,”
Finol says. “Let’s just try it. If it works, it works.”
We meet the team at the end of this year-long
sprint, a couple of days after the game has left
beta. They’re clearly happy with what they’ve
made, and are excited to get stuck into the second
season. But while launch has given Underlords’
player count a significant boost – Steam concurrents
doubled from a peak of around 15,000 in January
to just over 30,000 – that’s still an order of
magnitude smaller than the numbers it was attracting
at the beginning of the beta.
The team don’t seem too perturbed: for now
their focus is on making the game as good as it
can be. “It’s the same advice that we give any
developer who comes to Steam and asks, ‘How
do I sell more stuff?’” Yang says. “Make a good
game, and the rest will just happen. The company
is really good to us: there’s no external pressures to
meet this quota or hit these numbers – just do your
work, just do the best thing you can. And that’s
what we’re doing right now.”
And perhaps it doesn’t really matter what the
fate of Underlords is. That’s short-term thinking, and
Valve is able to take the long view. “We create
new projects and games, and every time there’s
a technical step forward the rest of the company
can then branch off it and use it for their own
things,” Yang says. “In this case, it’s Source 2 on
mobile, and learning how to work with the App
Store and Google Play, and think about what
cross-platform looks like for our games.” Underlords
has helped Valve iron out the kinks of an entirely
different gaming ecosystem, and find a new way
of working, making its mistakes in public right from
the beginning. And it has done it all within the
space of a single year – which, in traditional
Valve Time, is no time at all.

Adrian Finol, gameplay
programmer; Lawrence
Yang, product designer

BELOW The mobile and
PC versions of Underlords
use different UI layouts,
tweaking the size of the
board and amount of
on-screen information
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Gabe Newell,
CEO and co-founder

LEFT The game’s
would-be mascots, Lux
and Nox – two imps that
sit on the virtual table
dealing out cards and
reacting to the game
state with lovingly
crafted animations.
BELOW LEFT The Axe card,
which was considered
such an essential
cornerstone of Artifact
decks that in the days
following the game’s
release, its Market value
peaked at close to £20

CS:GO, Dota Underlords, Half-Life: Alyx – these are
the games Valve is most keen to discuss during our visit,
but they’re not the only games being worked on across
those nine floors. There’s also Dota 2, the former
heavyweight champion of Steam, recently knocked off
its perch by the rise of CS:GO – but when you own
both competitors and the platform they’re duking it out
on, you’re probably not too bothered. Of greater
concern is Artifact, a digital card game spinning out
of Dota 2 that launched in November 2018 and,
within a few months, had all but disappeared.
On paper, the game had a lot going for it. There
was the Dota connection; the popularity of similar games
such as Hearthstone and Gwent; the involvement of
legendary card game designer, Mr Magic: The
Gathering himself, Richard Garfield. And yet, less than
a year-and-a-half from launch, the game’s concurrent
player count peaks at around 160. No, we’re not
missing a zero. For all the talk we’ve heard during our
visit about numbers not mattering, Artifact has been a
disaster for a studio that’s used to pumping out hits –
and Valve hasn’t been shy to admit it.
“Artifact was an interesting failure in its first
go-round,” Valve CEO and president Gabe Newell
tells us. “We were surprised. We thought that it was
a really strong product.” The question now, as Newell
puts it, is: “What the hell. Where did we go wrong?”
That’s what the studio is currently trying to find out. Last

March, after a few months of updates that failed to turn
things around, Valve announced it was taking Artifact
back behind closed doors. It hasn’t been updated since
while Valve, as Newell puts it, “does some soulsearching” and works on a revamped version.
“We ran an experiment, we got a negative result,
and now we need to see if we’ve learned anything from
that, so let’s try again,” he says. “And that’s what [the
Artifact team] have been doing and that’s what they’re
getting ready to release. Based on the reaction to it,
what was wrong with the product? How did we get
there? Let’s fix those things and take another run at it.”
The problem is, with a lot of variables at play, it’s
hard to isolate the exact reasons Artifact failed. Perhaps
it was the game’s reputation for being overly complex –
you don’t play just one game of cards in Artifact but
three, simultaneously, across Dota-style lanes. Or it
could have been down to the business model: unlike
the aforementioned Hearthstone and Gwent, it’s not
free-to-play, but players still had to buy extra cards,
whether in random booster packs, through ticketed
events or individually on the Steam Marketplace.
Valve’s love of free-market economics meant that single
sought-after cards soon rose to prices higher than the
game itself. (That’s no longer the case – you can now
pick up a full set for just over £30.)
“That was the biggest source of arguments: what
went wrong?” Newell says. “You have a list of 50
different things, so let’s say you change 20 of those
things. What are you going to learn? Not much – you
could have made both positive and negative changes
to the design.” Those initial updates were an attempt at
more controlled experiments, but it became clear that
wasn’t going to be enough. “With Artifact, we have to
do a larger reboot in order to justify its existence to
customers and to markets,” Newell says. This second
go-around is referred to internally as Artifact 2, he says,
though it’s not clear yet (even to Valve itself, apparently)
whether this will be presented as a full-blown sequel,
an expansion, or just a big update after a long gap.
Valve isn’t talking about what exactly this reinvention
will involve, but given the cross-pollination at the
company, a good bet is to look at what its other games
are doing. Free-to-play seems likely, given what it’s
done for the fortunes of CS:GO. Following Gwent and
Hearthstone onto mobile is possible, since the
Underlords team have shown that Source 2 (the engine
that also powers Artifact) can be squeezed onto the
smaller screen. For a studio whose development
process tends towards the scientific method, this would
be a lot of variables to change at once – but it seems
like that’s the way Valve is leaning. “It’s a lot easier to
make small experiments than big experiments,” Newell
says. “But occasionally, you’re in a situation where you
have no choice, the experiment you’re running has to
be really big – and then you just hope you’re right.”
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Robin Walker, designer

Steam is the solid foundation beneath everything Valve
does – not just the way the studio delivers games to
customers, but also a font of pretty-much-guaranteed
revenue that allows it to weather failures. With 95
million monthly active users, and Valve taking a cut of
every purchase, it can afford to push its own titles
through their difficult first years and make the kind of
bigger bets it’s hoping will shape the company’s future.
Unlike most foundations, however, Steam is
constantly moving. There’s always some new tweak –
to the algorithms that decide which games are pushed
in recommendations, to the influence of user reviews,
to the ways search results are filtered, to the space
developers have to sell their games on the storefront.
For the most part, these efforts are all dedicated to
solving the same problem: the frankly ridiculous
number of games available on the store.
In the beginning, Steam was a closed platform
with just a handful of titles on it. Then there was
Greenlight, an attempt to democratise the selection
process, which was eventually replaced by Steam
Direct, which opened the doors to any developer who
could pay the $100 submission fee. Now, nothing
illegal and no “straight-up trolling” is the whole of the
law, and new games arrive on the store with
headache-inducing frequency.
A total of 8,290 games launched on Steam in
2019 – a figure that has been rising for every year
of the platform’s existence, although the number of
games that can possibly come out in the space of
a year does finally seem to be reaching a plateau.

That’s about one game an hour. Finding a way for
users to sift through all that, and making sure that
worthy games can make themselves known amid
the asset flips and hentai visual novels, is a tough
challenge, to put it mildly.
Valve appears to be tackling this problem the same
way it would in any of its games: through constant
iteration, watching the results and adjusting. “Steam is
a lot more of a game-design problem than I think most
people realise,” Robin Walker says. But whereas
fiddling with a CS:GO weapon might lead to an
uproar from the community, tweaks to Steam’s
algorithms have the potential to damage developers’
livelihoods. Walker acknowledges the added weight
of these decisions: “With games, we feel really
comfortable having a conversation about what would
happen if we tried this or that, then banging something
together and putting in front of people. With Steam,
we definitely have a responsibility to make sure that
we aren’t just toying with other people’s products in
a way that can hurt them – so we often use our own
products for experimentation.”
There’s also Steam Labs, introduced last year as
a way of letting Valve add experimental features to the
store without committing to including them longterm.
Under the Labs umbrella, Valve has tested out
everything from a recommendation engine for helping
you work through your pile of shame to a half-hour
video tour of what’s currently popular on Steam,
something like an AI-produced shopping channel. It’s
an initiative which grew out of a desire to “move
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faster,” Walker says, without breaking too many things
in the process.
Developers releasing their games on the platform
might disagree with that. Because Steam isn’t just the
foundation of Valve’s business. For over a decade, it’s
been the terra firma of pretty much the entire PC
gaming market, and when it moves… well, no one
likes to feel a tremor underfoot. When Steam changed
its recommendations algorithm last September, several
indie developers reported that their games suffered as
a result. Thomas Altenburger of Flying Oaks Games,
currently working on the Roguelike Scourgebringer,
tweeted at the time, “The new Steam algorithm is not
better, it’s a catastrophe,” citing a 66 per cent drop in
wishlist adds as a result.
Then there are even broader concerns, such as
the approaching launch of Steam China. It’ll be an
entirely separate version of the platform that’s only
available in the country, with content changed to meet
local regulations, akin to what Valve has done with
CS:GO. (Along with a similar initiative for Dota 2,
CS:GO seems to have served as the forward team for
this project – Valve is even working with the same
partner, Perfect World.)
The problem is, Steam is already available in
China, and flourishing – Simplified Chinese is the most
common language on the platform, making up 37.8
per cent of Steam users (at least the ones who
responded to Valve’s hardware survey). And it’s been
a lifeline for Chinese game developers, widely viewed
as one of the few loopholes in government censorship.

Steam China would change that, offering a tightly
regulated version of the store that will reportedly
launch with 40 or fewer games, compared to the
30,000-odd on Steam. Which will at least solve
that discovery problem, we suppose.
The China situation is an exaggerated version of
the role Steam plays in PC gaming globally. For all
intents and purposes, it’s been the only game in town
since the early 2010s – a situation that, for all the
money it brings in, even Valve seems uncomfortable
with. When Steam relaxed its content regulations in
2018, an announcement blog said that “Valve
shouldn’t be the ones deciding… what content you
can or can’t buy”. A year earlier, at the launch of
Steam Direct, product designer Alden Kroll said:
“We don’t want to be in that position”.
It’s starting to get its wish, with the rise of Steam’s
first solid competitor. In December 2018, capitalising
on the success of Fortnite, Epic launched a storefront
that has since amassed over 100 million registered
users, drawing them in with platform exclusives and
weekly free games, and appealing to developers with
a 12 per cent revenue split. Valve doesn’t seem too
perturbed by it all – we hear a lot of variations on
“competition is great!” during our visit. Perhaps this
sentiment is genuine, but even if it’s not, Valve doesn’t
appear to have much reason to be worried: as we
visit the studio, it’s setting new records for the number
of users concurrently logged into Steam, peaking at
around the 19 million mark. Those foundations look set
to remain solid for at least a little longer.

ABOVE Steam’s seasonal
sales have evolved into
major productions, often
with their own metagame.
That isn’t always a good
thing – its Grand Prix
event last year resulted
in players removing
games from their wishlists
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Jeremy Selan, hardware
and software engineer

As Valve closes in on a quarter-century in business,
you can roughly divide up its history into decade-long
eras. The first ten years took it from Half-Life to HalfLife 2, as it established itself as one of the best game
developers on the planet. The next was the rise of
Steam, and its evolution from a delivery mechanism
for its own products to an open ecosystem for PC
gaming. This would put us right in the middle of
Valve’s third era, best characterised by its move into
making hardware. Compared to its track record in
both game development and distribution, Valve’s
hardware efforts to date could be described as an
uncharacteristic stumble.
There was Steam Machines, the pre-built gaming
PCs running on the Linux-based SteamOS intended to
slide neatly into the space normally occupied by
consoles under your TV. The accompanying Steam
Controllers, which blended the traditional gamepad
with a mouse through its twin trackpads. And,
attacking the idea of living-room PC gaming from a
slightly different angle, Steam Link: a little black box
that streamed games from a PC via WiFi so they
could be played on a television in another room of
the house. One by one, they’ve all been discontinued.
Instead of pretending these projects never
happened and quietly shuffling back to the things
it knew it was good at, Valve has embraced them.
The headcount of its hardware division – spread over
the bottom two floors of its offices in Bellevue – is
“by far the largest it’s ever been,” Jeremy Selan, a
member of the hardware engineering team, tells us.
“It’s growing very rapidly. We’re hiring – please
mention that! We’re hiring across all roles.”
This growth has been driven by a move into
a space that’s unproven not only for Valve but for the
tech industry as a whole: virtual reality. For its first
attempt, Vive, Valve teamed up with the Taiwanese
electronics company HTC – but the two have since
gone their separate ways. HTC is continuing to
produce headsets under the Vive name without any
direct involvement from Valve, while the studio has
gone solo with the launch of Index. The selfmanufactured headset arrived last June, and is one
of the high-water marks of VR tech to date.
Its success was hard-won: “Index had a tortured
history,” Selan says. As Valve’s work on Vive was
wrapping up, the team started to look ahead to the
next generation of VR devices. Following the example
of Valve’s software teams, it began this process with
speedy prototyping, and assembled them into an
early ‘moonshot’ device. “We tried seven new ideas,
ideas that had never been done before,” Selan tells
us. “And, I would say, four of the seven panned out.”

One of the ones that didn’t concerned the
headset’s form factor: it was originally intended to be
the rough size and shape of a pair of glasses. “One
of the ideas we’re excited about – and this is still true
going forward – is that you want to make the headset
as small as possible, because that drives the rest of
the ergonomics,” Selan says. At that point, though,
the technology simply wasn’t there to provide a
properly immersive VR experience, and so Valve
ditched the idea entirely. “Once you make this part
bigger, the whole thing needs to change, so we had
to go back to the drawing board and start over. That
moment when we pulled the ripcord is when we
decided, ‘Let’s do Index.’”

The result is a headset with a more traditional
VR form factor, focusing its innovations elsewhere.
Like replacing the usual headphones (built-in or
otherwise – Vive infamously shipped without any)
with off-ear speakers, and controllers (nicknamed
‘Knuckles’) that strap to the player’s hands, leaving
their fingers free to move, and be tracked,
individually. The emphasis, as much as increasing
fidelity and resolution, is on comfort. “Nothing’s
pressing on your ears, which can give people
headaches,” Selan says, and having to grip
controllers can become tiring over long sessions.
Which is the key here. Valve wants to ensure players
can stay in VR as long as they like – and making sure
that they have a reason to do that is Half-Life: Alyx.
“Alyx is the type of immersive experience that we
find players losing themselves in for hours at a time,”
Selan says. “That’s unheard of in VR, where the
traditional game length is more like 30 minutes.”
To achieve this, game and device were designed
alongside one another, with the teams trading ideas
throughout the process. “We felt like to build good
hardware we needed to intertwine it with software,”
Robin Walker, currently of the Alyx team, says. “The
designs of each need to affect each other to really
achieve the sort of quality we want to reach.”
Valve is structured to let staff move between
divisions as they see fit – Walker did some work on
the Steam Controller, and Index’s speakers were partly
designed by Emily Ridgway, who normally works as
an audio designer on games including Alyx and
CS:GO. This is the reason, Valve argues, that it needs
to be in the hardware space. By owning the whole,
it can do things that wouldn’t be possible otherwise.
“Merely by iterating in the game space, we couldn’t
have made something like Alyx,” Selan says.
Alyx gives Index something those early hardware
projects lacked: not just a reason for it to exist – the
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use case for Machines and Link was perfectly
compelling, at least on paper – but for Valve to be
the one making it. It seems to be convincing people
so far: two-thirds of the 150,000 Index units sold last
year were shifted following Alyx’s announcement,
according to Superdata figures, and that was limited
by demand outstripping available inventory.
But even if it fails to maintain that momentum, and
ends up following in the footsteps of those earlier
hardware efforts, Index won’t necessarily be a failure
in Valve’s book. Selan insists all of these products
were stepping stones to get Valve where it is now,
and where it’s headed next. “Everything’s been a
lesson,” he says. Steam Link laid the groundwork for
the Remote Play feature, which lets players stream
games without requiring any dedicated hardware.
Steam Controller fed into the company’s general
approach to controller support on Steam, and
contributed in some more concrete ways too: “If you
think about the Steam Controller, and you cut it in
half, it’s essentially the design of the Vive wand.” As
for Steam Machines? Well, the jury is still out on that
one. But Valve has more hardware projects in the
works, and that old dream of living-room PC gaming
might not be as dead as it seems. “We have really
exciting things on our trajectory to help expand the
places you can play your Steam games that are not
VR-related,” Selan says. “We’re not talking about
those today, but there are more things coming.”

ABOVE Assorted
prototypes for Valve’s
hardware. The headset
covered in polka dots
(for camera tracking)
was its very first foray
into VR back in 2014.
LEFT Index supports an
‘experimental’ 144Hz
refresh rate – something
that was only added
after it went into
manufacturing, via
a firmware update
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ABOVE While still
gleaming and rather
clinical, the City Of Glass
manages to exude more
humanity in Catalyst. LEFT
Few of Faith’s cutscene
Jeff Leinbaugh,
hardware
acrobatics
are out
of
and software
engineer
reach
to players
during

F U T U R E

The combination of Valve Index and Half-Life: Alyx
represents one potential future for the studio – one in
which everyone makes the move to playing games
in virtual reality, and Valve is there to provide every
part of that experience, from the content itself to the
way it’s delivered to the device you’re playing it on.
As to whether that’s the future we’ll actually end up
in, the studio is fairly happy to throw up its hands
and admit it doesn’t know right now. “That’s the
fundamental experiment and hypothesis [of Alyx],”
Jeremy Selan says. “What if you put a world-class
triple-A game team onto VR and say, ‘Go make
something interesting’?”
As Valve tries to divine whether VR represents
a viable future for gaming, the release of Alyx is
a way of removing one variable from the equation.
Valve’s fully aware of VR’s imperfections right now –
“We know it’s a little high-friction; it sucks to have a
tether, it’s too expensive, ease of use is not where we
want it to be,” Selan says – but, having brought
hardware capabilities in-house, it has the power to
work on those problems. But first it wants to rule out
any chance that the reason people aren’t playing VR
is they think there’s nothing to play.
“If we can answer the question of, ‘Is this an
experience that people really want?’ I think that other
stuff is just a set of problems to solve down the road,”
Dario Casali says. And if the answer turns out to be
no? “We’re always prepared for failure,” Jeff

Leinbaugh, a hardware engineer working on Index,
tells us. “It’s not as if we have a benchmark that we’ve
already decided, ‘If this doesn’t happen then that’s it,
we’re packing up and going home.’”
So it’s not quite as simple as ‘if Alyx fails, VR fails’.
Whatever happens, it seems likely Valve will continue
to push towards the next generation of VR tech –
making something “smaller, lighter, more comfortable,
cheaper,” as Selan puts it – in the hopes of eliminating
every other variable that could possibly stand in the
way of VR adoption. But how hard it pursues making
games for VR, and what project the Alyx team end up
wheeling their desks towards once this one is
wrapped, will certainly be guided by the public
response to the game. “This is the critical part of all
the iteration we’ve been doing in hardware and
software: we release it, and then our fans, our
customers, will grade our answers,” Leinbaugh says.
“We are really excited to learn what worked, and
what didn’t work as well, to inform what we do next.”
As it waits for those results, the future is a little
uncertain. Which seems to be business as usual for
Valve – something that comes up a lot in our
conversations is an unwillingness to plan anything
too far ahead. “One of the things we sort of hate
doing is making decisions for our future selves,”
Robin Walker says. “We often say to ourselves: do
we have to make this decision today? Because if you
assume that you are getting more information every

The ‘Sulking Room’, designed as a space for any visiting teenagers to hang out in. It’s right next to Pyroland, a Team
Fortress 2-themed playground for staff’s younger children, which is furnished with – among other things – a giant Balloonicorn
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day, then any decision put off will be a better decision
than we can make today.”
Walker is specifically talking about one tiny
decision in Alyx’s development here – the release plan
for its SDK, the developer tools which would open the
game up to modders. But we hear variations on this
theme so often that it starts to feel almost as much a
part of the studio philosophy as the flat hierarchy and
letting employees pick their own projects. Not wanting
to commit too far ahead is something that comes up
when we’re talking about the possibility of a HalfLife 3, and whether the studio will continue to make
VR games. It comes up again when we ask CS:GO’s
Gautam Babbar about the decision to take the game
free-to-play. “There was not a lot of strategic planning.
It was more like, ‘Yeah, I think we’re ready’,” he tells
us. “And that’s how we usually work at Valve – we try
to just react to the playerbase and use that to make
the right decision right now. We don’t come at it with
a five-year plan. It’s more, ‘This is what they’re telling
us now, let’s go fix that.’”
It’s not that there is no plan, exactly. It’s more that
there are dozens, all being tested to see if they might
represent a viable future for the studio. Until then, the
breadth of projects being tackled by its 350 staff
means Valve can keep its options open. If esports
continues to shine, the work it’s been doing with
CS:GO and Dota 2 – the two biggest games on

Steam – should continue to pay off. If a move into
mobile seems worthwhile, then it’s already made
inroads with Dota Underlords. If it no longer makes
sense for the company to stay in the hardware market,
it’s willing to step aside and let others do the work.
“Since it isn’t really our goal to be in hardware for its
own sake, it could be that in the future we just don’t
need to participate in that,” Greg Coomer says. “But
that’s not the world we think we’re in right now.”
If that isn’t Valve’s guiding principle, we have to
ask, then what is? “There is a throughline to all these
decisions we’ve made over time, to expand the
definition of what we make and do,” Coomer tells us.
And if anyone would know, it’s Coomer, one of the
studio’s very first hires. He says the moves Valve has
made to date, from developing games to forging
Steam and eventually manufacturing hardware, all
come from the studio asking itself a simple set of
questions. “We’re not like other companies where
we’re making decisions like that because we have
some diversification goal or shareholders are
demanding it. Instead we just ask, ‘How can we
make customers happy? What are the ways that we
are currently not able to do that, what would be a
more holistic approach, and what are we constrained
from doing right now because we’re not participating
in [that field]?’ And as we look into the future, it really
is the same set of decisions.” n

BELOW Valve is known for
its rigorous playtesting –
on the eve of Alyx’s
release, this translates
into office after office
filled with people
wearing VR headsets
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